What Happened to Me?
October 22, 2013 at 7:17pm

Public
As Brief As It Gets: https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/my-most-dangerous-situation/573194032759560
1) my now ex-wife, Jane Allyn Risberg, poisoned me with Dcon rat poison over an extended period of time until I became so inexplicably ill, I scheduled
myself for a rather unnecessary surgery of tonsillectomy and septoplasty, because that was the only thing my general medical practitioner could
recommend when there was no other obvious explanation for why I had suddenly become so ill. Even though it had nothing to do with the massive
bruises springing up all over my body (due to the Dcon rat poison) I went in for surgery to Deaconess Medical Center; Spokane, WA.
2) during the prescreening of my blood for surgery it was discovered by the hospital that she had been poisoning me; however, Dr. James Joy and Dr.
Michael Cruz decided to conspire with Jane to finish me off during the surgery; instead of reporting her. They agreed to do so for the organ transplant
profits and for $50,000 each of the life insurance policy when it paid. They decided the method of homicide would be by incompatible blood transfusion
as they also knew during the prescreening of my blood that I possessed antibodies to the negative Rh factor.
http://hospitals.unitedbloodservices.org/adverse-reactions.html
3) I was intentionally given three units of incompatible blood that caused pulmonary edema and cardiac arrest. (I died from it; the murdering doctors
and nurses had planned to hack me up for my organs)
4) I was resuscitated (during the code; those not in on the homicide attempt forced resuscitation attempts and so I was revived from death).
5) I was tied down on a gurney and had an intubation tube shoved down my throat. The murderers shut the intubator off and one laughed at me as
bloody foam started coming out of my mouth and I started trying to free myself from the restraints fighting for my life; while banging my fingers and feet
on the rails trying to get their attention that I was suffocating. The other nurse replied, "Acting like a wild man won't save you now." I suffocated to death
a second time.
6) I was resuscitated a second time for the same reason as the first resuscitation.
7) A nurse stood guard over me after that to prevent a third attempt.
8) Dr. James Joy, Dr. Michael Cruz and Dr. Timothy Chestnut all agreed to lie on my medical report and claim the pulmonary edema was due to some
rare negative reaction pressure response to the intubator; rather than the fact it was all brought about by the completely unnecessary blood transfusion
I was given to murder me; as my medical records prove! I was sent home untreated to suffer and die.
http://www.rch.org.au/bloodtrans/adverse_effects/Adverse_effects_of_transfusion/#Transfusion_associated
9) worse because I have a common genetic trait known as "Wilson's Disease" and "Hereditary Hemochromatosis" ; a person who; like myself, might
live through an acute hemolytic transfusion reaction dies in one of the slowest most painful ways known to mankind (It's considered so rare an
occurrence that you'd have to ask a true expert on WD/HH to explain it to you) I do my best in my video presentations
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd5-Gt6Wc09ERFieNU2HbIw?feature=watch and website http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/.
10) When I gave authorities my sworn affidavit of these events; my now ex-wife made efforts to oppose and discredit me (which as a result later
revealed to me her involvement in all the above events that had transpired) strangely, she was seen with police all over town (the police I had reported
these crimes to) and various officers started frequenting her home regularly and staying through the night.
11) While I lay too sick to defend myself she drained our bank accounts, conned me into a paper divorce she claimed was for her protection because I
refused to pay the hospital and doctors for my own homicide attempts, and by police collusion and conspiracy defrauded me out of my estate and by
providing them with sex acts kept from going to prison. This corruption had the effect of leaving mass murdering doctors and nurses loose in two
hospitals and sex offending cops loose in the northwest to prey upon unsuspecting citizens at will.
12) Before my dog was shot dead and she gloated about it saying, "when will I ever learn my lesson", and prior to boasting of everything she had done
to me to my face; including the fact I would never be able to get her arrested because she had had sex with some two dozen cops in the area; she
devised a way to discredit me by concocting a story with her acquaintances that she thought I was having a mid-life crises nervous breakdown and that
they had to trick me into a mental ward. They did this by telling me the NIBH division of Kootenai Medical Center had an expert on Wilson's Disease.
As a desperate man too ill to travel to one of the twelve centers in the world and too poor to pay them even if I could; I thought that it might be true;
since the genetic trait of WD/HH is quite common in this region of the nation. Upon arrival at that facility I asked the admittance clerks, doctors and
nurses, that very question and they assured me that the only way I would get to see the expert on Wilson's Disease was to sign the forms. When I
found out everyone had lied to me, I demanded my immediate release; but my clever, murdering now ex-wife was prompted by physicians who
are guaranteed payment for every patient/victim they secure LARGE SALARIES to claim she was frightened of me so that they could hold me
indefinitely against my will. While I was thusly kidnapped and held illegally, I met patients/victims who warned me not to fight or argue with the head
shrinks or nurses in any way. They testified of beatings, of being stripped naked and made to urinate and defecate in their own concrete small rooms.
They testified of being held down and injected with tranquilizers so toxic it made them drool on themselves and lose bowel functions. They testified of
being deprived of food and beverages and all manner of cruelty done to them; but the worst was that one man was so ill he was bright orange and
yellow with red blotches all over his exposed skin, face hands, eyes etc. and the doctors and nurses were giving him psychotropics so harmful that they
carry a warning from the manufacturer not to administer to anyone who has hepatic complications (liver failure) as it can be FATAL. I looked at the
very ill, very sad man, I watched him tearfully swallow the deadly drugs the nurse had just given him and then she took his vitals. HE KNEW THEY
WERE POISONING HIM TO DEATH! HE TOLD ME SO! He told me, He had tried many times to resist to no avail. He told me the horrible way he even
ended up in the mental ward in the first place. It was another story of betrayal. He had received an inheritance when his mother died; and when that
happened his wife plotted with an attorney to get him committed; so she could spend it all. He told me she and the attorney not only succeeded but had
regular sex as they spent the inheritance his mother had left him. He said he had fought and fought to get out to no avail and that even though he now
realized they were poisoning him to death; he no longer had the strength or will to fight any longer. I AM NOT MAKING THIS UP! I WITNESSED THIS
FIRST HAND! THE SAME DOCTORS AND NURSES TRIED TO DO IT TO ME!!!!!!!! I HAVE MEDICAL RECORDS TO PROVE IT!!!!!!!! (noted
above) What really bothers me about the public who have not a clue these atrocities have been going on for decades in our own nation and around
the world is that their propensity for psychological denial is so strong they won't even look at the
evidence!https://www.google.com/#q=psychologist+says+worst+thing+about+trauma+victims+is+no+one+believes+them&spell=1 but I am especially
bothered when "Christians" do the same thing even though our LORD told us betrayal was coming! http://biblehub.com/matthew/24-10.htm FACE IT,

some of the worst tortures in the history of mankind IN THIS NATION and around the world were INVENTED BY HEAD
SHRINKS!!!!!!!!https://www.google.com/#q=torture+human+experimentation+by+psychology
If you're thinking in any way of pitying me; please keep it to yourself! I DO NOT WANT YOUR PITY! I WANT YOU TO CARE ENOUGH ABOUT YOUR
OWN LIVES AND THAT OF YOUR LOVED ONES TO DEMAND THE ARRESTS OF THESE WICKED PERSONS THROUGHOUT OUR NATION
AND THE WHOLE WORLD! I WANT YOU TO CARE ENOUGH TO TURN OFF YOUR STUPID NWO PROGRAMMING ON TV AND GET
PROACTIVE ABOUT WHAT IS REALLY GOING ON IN THE WORLD TODAY!!!!!!!!
because of http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/propaganda/528691883876442 that brings
abouthttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/stupidity/527894057289558 for the purpose of http://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101 and the only remedy ishttp://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/why-we-allneed-instructions-from-our-creator-to-live-by/533444303401200 to be taught everywhere; especially to the children; so they mature into such persons
of integrity; necessary for a peaceful, strong, stable, prosperous society; as I propose: http://www.facebook.com/notes/michaelswenson/solutions/516489485096682 and until then all who love freedom and especially all who love GOD need
to http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/there-is-no-pre-tribulation-rapture-prepare-for-war/533858466693117 teach the
Truth!http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-science-proves-who-god-is-part-1/518695411542756
THIS IS URGENT! THIS IS CRITICAL! WHEN OUR NATION HAS MASS MURDERING POLITICIANS, MASS MURDERING DOCTORS AND
NURSES, SEX OFFENDING COPS ON THE LOOSE PREYING UPON AND KILLING INNOCENT CITIZENS AT WILL; WHEN OUR NATION HAS
PSYCHO QUACKS IN LEAGUE WITH BIG PHARMA DEVELOPING DRUGS THAT MAKE CITIZENS BRAIN DEAD OR REALLY DEAD; WHEN OUR
FEDERAL AGENTS CONSPIRE AND DEVELOP FALSE FLAG OPERATIONS IN OUR NATION AND AROUND THE WORLD INCITING TO WWIII;
WHEN THOSE SAME BLACK-OPS MIND CONTROL ARE USED IN PUBLIC EDUCATION TO CONVINCE CHILDREN THEY CAME FROM POND
SCUM AND MONKEYS INSTEAD OF GOD; WHEN GREED CAUSES THEM TO PERVERT LITTLE CHILDREN AND GET THEM HOOKED ON SEX
JUST SO THEY CAN SLAUGHTER BABIES FOR PROFIT; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7XR9yH2ETk WHEN COPS ARE BRAINWASHED
UNTIL THEY HAVE ATTITUDES OF "COMPLY OR DIE" AND COVER FOR THEIR MANY CRIMES ALL OVER THE WORLD INSTEAD OF
HOLDING CRIMINALS IN THEIR OWN RANKS ACCOUNTABLE; WHEN THE MEDIA IS CONTROLLED AND BRAINWASHING THE PUBLIC WITH
SCIENTIFICALLY DEVELOPED MASS CONTROL TECHNIQUES AND SUBCONCIOUS KEYWORDS DESIGNED TO INSTIGATE BLACK OPS
EVENTS LIKE MASS SHOOTINGS; WHEN WE HAVE SATANISM BEING OPENLY PRACTICED AT SUPER BOWL HALF TIME EVENTS AND
THROUGHOUT MUSIC AND FILMS; WHEN THE POPULACE IS CONTENT WITH SLAVE WAGES AND TO BE DRIVEN OUT OF THEIR HOMES
AND LANDS; WHEN THE GOVERNMENT BURNS INNOCENT MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN TO THE GROUND AND THE WHOLE NATION
BELIEVES THEIR LIES AS TO WHY http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=45_mSjS2qf4; WHEN THEY MURDER THOUSANDS AND DISPLACE
MILLIONS WITH A FICTIONAL ENDLESS WAR http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuinaIm-kd4 WHEN CITIZENS ARE BEING MURDERED AT WILL
IN LOCAL HOSPITALS AND TORTURED BY SADISTIC HEAD
SHRINKS http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=INDEFINITE+DETENTION+AND+TORTURE+IN+AMERICA&oq=INDEFINITE+DETENTION
+AND+TORTURE+IN+AMERICA&gs_l=youtube.12...44990.55929.0.58092.47.41.2.4.4.0.161.4183.8j33.41.0...0.0...1ac.1.11.youtube.MUcFIJWbUzg I
T IS TIME TO STOP "BUSINESS AS USUAL" EVERYWHERE AND UNITE TO DEPOSE OF THE SATANIC NWO IN YOUR MIDST! IF YOU DO
NOT; THEN IT IS VERY LIKELY THIS WILL BE THE GENERATION RIGHT HERE IN AMERICA WITH EVIL PEOPLE BREAKING INTO YOUR
HOMES TO SEIZE YOUR POSSESSIONS (NOT JUST YOUR WEAPONS) AND RAPE YOUR WIVES AND CHILDREN AND DRAG YOU AWAY TO
CONCENTRATION CAMPS!!!!!!!! THIS IS SERIOUS! PEOPLE ARE BEING MURDERED BY THE MILLIONS AND YOU ARE LIVING IN DENIAL IF
YOU DON'T THINK SO!!!!!!!!
https://www.google.com/#q=medical+malpractice+third+leading+cause+of+death
If I thought what was done to me was actually rare; I wouldn't bother anyone at all about it; but I know doctors and nurses are murdering people by the
millions this way and in the process the 10% of the global population who have the same genetic trait I have of WD/HH can die so horrifically that I
could see them practically going insane from the level of suffering if not put on pain mitigation until healed or dead.
I have been praying the truth of what happened to me would come to light; but there may simply be too many people who refuse to repent and tell the
truth before they die. Unless they face the consequences for their actions in this life; no matter what they do they will not escape the everlasting
consequences to come. They have secretly been murdering millions of people and the only escape from the flames of everlasting damnation for all
those doing so wickedly are to confess publicly. (Their crimes have been exceedingly great; so too must be the fruits of repentance).
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